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MEET CHosen To REPRESENT
IOWA IN GYMNASTIC MEET
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WRESTLING TOURNAMENT WILL BEGIN

SEEN—Medals Ordered.

For the past two months Physical

Director E. F. Schroeder has been

engaged in preparation for the state
gymnastic tournament which is to

be held in Council Bluffs on Saturday

and next Saturday. Special attention has been
given to the bars and rings. Every man who has any experience whatever in gymnastics was given a
tryout. Many of the men have shown up exceedingly well and E. F. Schroeder found it very
hard work to select a team. However,
four men have been chosen to represent Iowa in the meet. The men who will make the trip with
Schroeder are B. J. Loper, L. E. Carr, W. E. Schurman.

The following institutions will take part in the tournament—Lancaster,

Rockwood, Iowa State Normal, and the

State University of Iowa.

The team is made up to try out three

men from each team for each event. Each man must enter at least two events. A winner will be
given in the winning meets and medals

will be given to the individuals making high

scores. Special attention is to be given to

tryouts for wrestling and combined events.

I appreciate the support of the football

men said Professor Nat battles last evening. “Their support has certainly aided me in the work of

outfitting funds to push the program.”

Committees Coming.

A representative meeting of the students and athletes was called last evening

and Professor Nat battles was present. It was decided to form a committee

which will consist of the Class Council and all faculty. At all the last hour not all

the good sports that were present attended and not a few were present a little too late. Professor C. C. Whitfield, the

president of the proposed expedition to the country, made the following report:

“Tires are the only safe vehicle which has been successfully taken of any kind. We

must all be careful to have our tires inflated and carry a good supply of air."

Registration Close.

Today is the last day to register for the coming spring tournament. Students may

register in the Administration Building or in the Ohio State Building. The next

will be held at 8 o’clock on Monday

and next Monday. The work will be started at 8 o’clock and will be continued

throughout the day.

More About Desires.

The Religious Egoism counselors have

been busy preparing for the approaching

tournament. They have received many

letters from those who have been interested in the movement.

The entertainment will be held at the

University. “The Sunday Mass has passed,” said Prof.

C. E. Fisk, “the committee would like to see more people interested. Only a few

have been received but those contain many helpful suggestions for the future.”

The Letters may be left at either 151 L. A. or mailed
to the Religious Egoism association.

More than 50 letters have been received by the counselors.
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Wise Talks by the Office Boy

Business Localities

Business Directory

WASHINGTON, D.C.

FOOTBALL RATING

BARREL BALL ICE SKATES BASEBALL

BASKETBALL GOLF

Appareance

"40 TRAINS DAILY AND HOURLY"

Between

CEDAR RAPIDS

IOWA CITY

INTERURBAN RAILWAY

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

The Largest Manufacturers in the World of Official Athletic Supplies

W. F. Wyman

Transfer and Storage

Phone - Bell 90 M. 584
123 S. Colling St. Second Floor.

Barth, Schuppert & Bostwick

are still at their old stand with a

More Attractive and Complete

LINE OF GROCERIES

If you appreciate QUALITY and economical TREATMENT, we are positive that we can please you. Please try us in all parts of the city.

Beth, Ponce 8 and South Dubuque St.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA-Dubuque Col.

The wedding of Roy Nichols and Belva C. Ford

is to be attended by students and faculty of the wedding will meet with the University. The following is clipped from the

"College News" of the Daily Iowan.

"In the way of right social and intellectual attractions this has been a great year for the University. Two for a上海市 are on

of the completion of the

usual and now the State of Nebraska is to have the opportunity of meeting the State of Illinois.

We believe that this is a more in

vital stage and, on the other hand, judging from the size of the "moot" and the pages of the paper that there are such

thoughts in the air."

"For twenty-five years the University of Chicago has had four professors. Now there are such

a number of the best minds in the country."

"We are not tall the force which tend to separate

us. Which tend to pull the

the gratifying elements together are by no

cannot be doubted that they exist

as athletic game, rallies and convocations are of the
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serloJs just at this time of the
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Townsend
Official Photographic FOR Junior Pictures and Groups

Coming Events

Pub. 17. Gaelic Step is strong.


Pub. 12. Raymond program in conjunction of Iowa City.

Pub. 12. Farewells in commemoration of the Iowa City Irish society. Address by Mr. Clancy at the Irish Hall.


Pub. 12. Alpha Chi Omega dance in Main hall.


Pub. 21. Oakes and Kelly dance in Main hall.


March 31. Dean W. D. Will address the University assembly.

Debates on the subject of "The association is composed of employers, palace, and all other hourly tariffs of our country with two American leaders, to help our political leaders. Ideas of my political education and the sense of the time and value."

Many important speeches appear on the program, among them Ambassador Brown, President Standing, Mr. Standing, and John Adams.

Are You Interested in Something Good to Eat...

GROCERIES
Fresh Fruits
Canned Goods
Eaco Flour
Chase & Sanborn Coffee

GRANDRATH & SIMPSON
Both Phones

Order your COAL and Petroleum Coke of J.R. THOMAS
526 E. WASHINGTON STREET
Both Phones

People's Steam Laundry
Domestic or Gloss Work
C. J. TOMS
Corner Iowa Avenue and Lim Streets
Iowa City, Iowa

Winter Styles in Artistic Footwear

The College Pattern
A Combination of Beauty, Excellence and Style

At Prices You Can Afford
To You at Valentine

MORTON'S
(Corner Clinton & Washington Streets)

The above combined with really quick and continuous treatment, the facts on which we have our request for your donation, work. Care in handling of your articles—along with a thoroughly equipped plant—will guaranty you all the most desired, on special orders, work and all other orders. A full selection of the C. O. D. Steam Laundry of Students' Supplies. All Text Books for College, High School, and Junior College.

Luscombe, Photographer...
Has made all the Athletic Pictures for the last two years. He enters especially to the student trade.

Natures Own Remedy
FRY'S PURE COLFAX WATER
In bottles and Jugs. Shipped only by D. C. Fry & Co. from the Original Fry Mineral Springs located at Colfax, Iowa. Henry Louis. Druggist and the J. W. Miller Bottling Works. Agents for Iowa City have the water fresh from the Springs always on hand and will fill all orders promptly.

Sabins' Educational Exchange
HENRY SABIN FOUNCING 1850
ELIZABETH H. SABIN
Finds positions for University graduates and University trained teachers in Iowa and all of the other Northwestern states, including Washington and Oregon. Calls frequently indicate a preference for University of Iowa men and women. For information address
Henry Sabin, Manhattan Building, Des Moines, Iowa.

SABINS' EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE

SPORTING GOODS
We are headquarters for all kinds of Sporting Goods. We can fit you out from head to foot for track, football, tennis, golf, baseball, fishing or shooting and hunting supplies. Send for our large new catalogue with special prices to students.

HOPKINS BROS., 7TH and Locust, Des Moines, Iowa.

IRISH UNIVERSITY BUSINESS COLLEGE
Removed to 114 1/2 Washington Street.

Classes are being formed for University Students

We do College Printing—we Guarantee Good Service. Dance Programs, Club Stationery, Guest Books, Etc., Etc. We have more satisfied customers than dollars—Write us.

GEO. A. MILLER, Printing Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE IOWAN

The Daily Iowan subscription rate for the remainder of the academic year is only

$1.25

Don't tread your neighbor's paper, subscribe for it yourself

DO IT NOW

KODAKS and SUPPLIES

HENRY LOUIS

PHARMACIST

Corner Washington and Dubuque st.

SOLE AGENT

Try

The Cabaret Dairy Lunch

Tickets $2.00

Quick, Wholesome, Economical

Say Bill, Have You

FAT PARSONS

Seen

That Sable Hound and Sporting Goods on Washington Street (better hurry).

All kinds of TOWERS AND COATRACKERS. Ten Cents and First Rate

IOWA CIY ACADEMY

Prepares Students for State University
Free opportunity to make up deficiencies

W. R. MILLS, Principal

IOWA CAFE

Caters especially to ladies' rooms. Regular 30c, 25c, and 15c meals. Short orders at all hours. Give us a trial and become convinced of the excellence of our

Under New Management

Social Mourning Started.
Dr. J. W. GILLES of the Department
of Political and Social Science has lost
two illustrious pupils.

A young man and woman who were
students in his courses in Sociology
and Industrial History. This has
caused great grief and sorrow. While
we cannot express the full extent of
our sympathy, it is our intention to
continue the work of the students in
their respective fields.
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